Master thesis/research project topic
Understanding flight delays
Context
Flight delays are a common hassle for many travelers every day. Just in 2017 until now around 20% of the
flights in the US have been delayed. Delays are not only inconvenient to the passengers but also increase
the airplanes’ fuel consumption. Machine learning algorithms have been used in different forms to
produce predictions of flight delays, but these can vary for each region of the globe and do not provide
thorough insight into the mechanism of the delays.
Association rule mining is concerned with obtaining rules that show an association between input data
and a target feature. Just mining all the possible association rules gives rise to a pattern explosion, i.e.,
there are more rules than we can inspect. To this end, alternative measures of interestingness and
subgroup discovery have been proposed. The first focuses on mining rules that fit with what we define to
be an interesting rule, while the second focuses on mining rules that differ from the overall distribution
of the data and looking at local effects.
Goal
The goal of this work is to apply existing association rule mining and/or subgroup discovery techniques
to a regional flight dataset. A region of interest should be chosen, e.g., India, and then the gathered data
should be explored in order to better understand the mechanisms that cause and affect flight delays,
such as airlines, routes, airports, weather, etc. This should result in useful insights like the chance of
delay given certain characteristics.
The initial task is mostly exploratory, but more questions can be investigated after exploring the data.
Most flight data is available online and we also have access to other, non‐free, sources of flight data.
Research questions
Example research questions include:






What are the causes of flight delays?
What are the chances of flight delays given certain patterns?
Which main airports or airlines have more chances of flight delays?
How do previous delays affect future delays in an airport?
How does a certain airport/airline vary from the overall distribution of all airports/airlines?

Realisation







Literature study
Select a region of interest.
Select suitable methods for analysis of flight delays (Association rule mining, subgroup
discovery, interestingness measures).
Execute several methods, and select the most adequate.
Evaluate the results, derive recommendations.
Write report / thesis.

Student profile
Good understanding of data mining problems and algorithms; experience/interest in pattern mining and
data structures; preferable programming experience in Python or R.
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